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SmartSearch

Leiki SmartSearch is a search tool designed specifically for improving
the results of domain and network searches. Each query is analyzed by
Leiki Focus, our market-leading natural language text analysis system
which extracts the meaning of the query rather than interpreting it as a
set of disjoint keywords.
The result is that searches are easier to initiate and receive more and bettertargeted responses over the specified range of web content. SmartSearch finds
all relevant content items, not just the ones with the specified keywords, and it will
find the next best matches in cases where exact matches are not available. This
eliminates the “engineer oriented” requirement of traditional search engines, where
the user has to learn Boolean filtering techniques and evaluate which keywords,
word combinations, or search rules would find all relevant content items or fill in
forms to filter the results further.
You can see an example of SmartSearch at www.leiki.com/urldemo. Here you can
enter any natural language query in the search box. You can also try entering any
URL in the search box to find matches for that particular web page.

Try Our Demo
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SmartSearch is based on Leiki Focus, a semantic AI software engine designed
to understand and create a detailed profile of any piece of text and intelligently
match similar items together. Focus identifies over 200,000 concepts using over
5.3 million rules. These rules and categories have been manually crafted by a
dedicated team of professional linguists during almost two decades of live Focus
deployments and are continuously updated by our advanced ontology center in
Helsinki.

Telecom operator Elisa
(elisa.fi) using SmartSearch
on their customer service
site (translated to English).

Google Search using
same search terms
does not find any results
on the same elisa.fi site.

Getting Started
Detailed instructions and technical support will be provided when starting to use
the service. Our standard pricing model is a monthly fee on service level and daily
traffic volume. Please contact us at sales@leiki.com for a quote for your application.
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